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Welcome
Message from Christian Schmutz the President of the
Federation of European Self Storage Associations (FEDESSA).
For this issue of Focus we are profiling the French self storage you need to embrace this uncertainty, take the risk and hopefully
industry and as I write this editorial the French people are reap the reward. The self storage industry has weathered the
dealing with the atrocity of the Charlie Hebdo shootings. These economic storm better than most and in many countries signs
cowardly attacks on innocent people aim to
are emerging that there is scope for growth
poison the peaceful and tolerant relationship
in the market again. As a young industry that
that the vast majority of people in this world
still has low public awareness, it is important
It seems that 2015
have with each other. Extremist actions do
that the industry does not stagnate and takes
has started with as much
not represent broader cultural or religious
opportunities to grow as they arise.
beliefs and only serve to reduce the basic uncertainty, if not more than FEDESSA itself has grown significantly
civil liberties that should apply to everyone.
over the last 10 years. From 5 founding
previous years.
Europe is made up of a hugely diverse range
associations we now have 14 member
of people who all have a common right to
associations, with another half a dozen
liberty of expression, which is a right strongly
countries with a self storage presence that
related to the liberty of the individual. All of Europe must will hopefully soon be developing their own associations, but in
vigorously defend this right as people should have the ability the meantime have individual operators accessing the resources
to express their views, be they popular or otherwise, and create of FEDESSA. This growth combined with the transfer to a new
debate and discussion without fear of retribution. On behalf CEO, means it is timely to review the rules of the Association.
of FEDESSA and all its members, I express solidarity with our While previously all FEDESSA member associations made up
French colleagues and support for the fundamental liberties the general council, as this number grows it is apparent that
that their people have and that are such an
a formal executive level of authority needs
integral part of the French culture. Liberté,
to be established to allow the Association
Égalité, Fraternité.
to operate efficiently. We also need to

It seems that 2015 has started with as
give consideration to how associations
This year’s European
much uncertainty, if not more than previous
are represented within FEDESSA and what
Self Storage Conference
years. The European economic climate
happens when individuals leave the industry.
will be held in Amsterdam, At the next FEDESSA meeting in February we
continues to make global headlines with
talk of Greece defaulting on their debt, the October 6 – 7, there is every will be discussing proposed changes to the
UK referendum on EU membership being a
FEDESSA Rules of Association to deal with
campaign issue in their elections this year chance this year’s event will these issues and others that have arisen as
and ongoing unemployment and debt issues
the industry and the Association grows.
be the biggest ever!
across the continent. Oil prices are falling.
Finally, I would like to remind you all that this
The Chinese boom appears to have settled
year’s European Self Storage Conference
into the so-called “new normal” gear of
will be held in Amsterdam, October 6 – 7.
development, in which topline GDP will be de-emphasized. The last 2 conferences have attracted around 400 delegates
Anyone waiting for certainty or stability before making serious each and with a fantastic venue in the heart of Amsterdam,
business decisions is unlikely to find it this year. Uncertainty and some relevant business speakers, there is every chance
appears to be the new normal that businesses of all sizes need this year’s event will be the biggest ever! Mark the dates in
to deal with. You simply cannot wait until conditions are just your diary now as more information will be released shortly.
right, you need to take a chance, understanding that there is Thanks to Steel Storage which has once again taken the major
always going to be uncertainty and risk. To grow your business sponsorship and I hope to see you all in Amsterdam.
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FEDESSA Feature

FEDESSA News
Tony Richman
FEDESSA European
Representative

Firstly, we take this opportunity to wish you all a very Happy,
Healthy and Successful 2015.
Whilst welcoming the challenges that a new year brings, here
at FEDESSA, we have decided to make some changes to the
articles that we present to you in the European section of the
FOCUS Magazine.
We will be including more business related articles and a
regular feature on legislative issues affecting the industry both
in Brussels and individual European countries.
We will, of course, still include company news and feature
articles about the self storage industry in general and our
country profiles.
With this in mind, it seems sensible for us to start by summarising
the European Union (EU) legislation process.

However, this is not an easy task as the processes cover an
immense field of activity. As a result, the EU adopts legislation
through a variety of legislative procedures. The procedure used
for a given legislative proposal depends on the policy area in
question. Extensive reading is necessary to cover all aspects
and indeed many books are dedicated solely to the detailed
explanation of the workings and to the legal aspects.
We hope, therefore, that the summary article and the additional
legislation-related articles that we have included in this issue
will help to clarify the processes and add to your existing
knowledge.
Our feature section concentrates on France and the French self
storage industry. Over the border, in Switzerland, we bring you
an article on a Geneva company that has quickly established
its position as a major player in the Swiss self storage industry.
Back on association business and since our own European
conference in October, our colleagues at AESS – the Spanish
self storage association –presented their 9th annual national
conference which was held in Madrid in November. Our report
includes a summary of the event together with some photos
portraying some of the international VIP guests.
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FOCUS on: House Prices across Europe
UK house prices have rallied strongly over the past
year, but how does this compare against the housing
market across the rest of Europe?
During 2014, the UK had the third highest annual increase
in house prices amongst member states, behind Estonia and
Ireland, according to data published by the statistical office of
the European Union, Eurostat.
Estonia recorded price rises of 14.5% between April and June
compared to the same period in 2013. That figure was 12.5%
in Ireland and 10.2% in the UK.
France and Spain performed poorly. Spain recorded price rises
of just 0.8%, while in France property prices fell 1.1% over the
period.
However, Spain at least appears to be levelling out. The rise in
Spanish prices was the first annual increase since 2008.
Much of the UK’s growth can be attributed to the London
property market, where a shortage of homes and strong foreign
investment drove prices up. However all regions of the UK have
experienced price rises of some degree in the last 12 months,

buoyed by cheap mortgage rates and Government schemes
such as ‘Help to Buy’.
However, some of the leading building societies’ house price
indices show UK price growth has started to reverse slightly in
recent months. The Centre for Economics and Business Research
has warned prices will dip across the UK in 2015; however the
long-term outlook remains strong.
New research from ‘Rightmove’ and ‘ Oxford Economics’ claims
UK house prices will soar by 30% by 2019, with Southampton,
Luton, Brighton, Swindon and Enfield outperforming the rest of
the UK. It expects values in the South East will rise by 37%, while
the North West will see 24% growth.
How cheap is property in France?
French property remains overvalued on certain key measures. A
study in May by the OECD, which looked at long-term averages,
suggested prices were 29% too high against rents and 28% too
much compared to wages.
continued on page 7
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A similar study by ‘The Economist’, in September, also found
prices were nearly 30% too high.
France’s property boom matched Britain’s but the post-2008
bust was far more moderate across the Channel.
According to the latest available statistics from Eurostat, house
price rises and falls across the EU were as follows:
EU house price rises
Country

Change compared with the same
quarter of the previous year in the three months to June (%)

Estonia.....................................................................................14.5
Ireland.....................................................................................12.5
UK.............................................................................................10.2
Iceland....................................................................................... 9.1
Sweden.....................................................................8.7
Latvia.......................................................................................... 8.2
Lithuania.................................................................................... 6.5
Malta.......................................................................................... 6.0
Portugal..................................................................................... 5.9
Denmark................................................................................... 4.0
Luxembourg.............................................................................. 3.8
Hungary..................................................................................... 1.4
Netherlands.............................................................................. 1.3
Norway...................................................................................... 1.3
Slovakia..................................................................................... 1.2
Spain.......................................................................................... 0.8
Czech Republic........................................................................ 0.7
Bulgaria..................................................................................... 0.5

Eurostat said no data was available for Germany, Greece,
Austria or Poland.
Eight countries suffered house price falls over the 12 months
– July 2013-June 2014 -including Italy and Cyprus. Slovenia
was by far the worst affected country where prices fell by almost
10%.
Across the EU prices rose by an average of 1.7%, while euro
zone countries saw prices remain flat over the period.
On average prices are still well below their 2007 pre-crisis
peak.
EU house price falls
Country

Change compared with the same
quarter of the previous year in the three months to June 2014

Slovenia....................................................................................-9.8
Italy............................................................................................-4.8
Romania...................................................................................-3.8
Croatia.....................................................................................-2.9
Cyprus......................................................................................-1.5
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FOCUS on: France
Has the road to recovery become longer
and bumpier for France?
The ‘new’ French government, led by Prime Minister Manuel
Valls, won its first vote of confidence in the National Assembly
back in September 2014. That was expected, but the big news
was that Valls and his government fell well short of winning an
absolute majority. 31 MPs from the Prime Minister’s Socialist
Party even chose to abstain. In total, 269 MPs voted in favour,
244 against, and 53 abstained. The absolute majority is set
at 289 votes. This result marked a substantial step backwards
compared to when Valls sought confidence for his government
earlier the same year.
The outcome of the confidence vote seems to confirm that the
‘left wing’ of the French Socialist Party remains opposed to the
economic policies being pursued by Valls - which in substance
means remaining critical of the approach defended by the
European Commission, Germany and other northern Eurozone
countries.
French history shows that it is possible to govern without an
absolute majority in parliament. Another Socialist Prime Minister,
Michel Rocard (widely seen as one of the political mentors of
Valls), did it between 1988 and 1991.
However, it remains to be seen to what extent Valls will be
able to push through the wide-reaching reforms and sizeable
spending cuts demanded by the EU if he fails to win back the
full support of his own party. As an alternative, he may try and
strike deals with the smaller centrist parties in parliament - but
the success of such a move would be far from guaranteed.
Overall, this is hardly great news at a time when the French
economic situation is not encouraging, making it essential to
move forward quickly with the necessary measures.
The road to recovery may have just become longer and bumpier
for France.
Self Storage Europe - Volume 1, 2015
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The French Self Storage Association (CISS)
After the UK, France is the next largest self storage market in
Europe, followed closely by Netherlands. The population of
France is about 66 million and there is approximately 330
self storage stores in the country of which just over 160 are
members of Chambre Interprofessionnelle du Self Stockage
(CISS) the local Self Storage Association. The industry as a
whole has a total rentable space of just over 900,000 square
meters, giving it 0.014 square meters of storage per person
and 5 self storage stores per million population. While France
has the second largest self storage industry in terms of space,
when measured as space per head of population it falls to 9th
in Europe behind the UK (0.05 sqm per person), Netherlands
(0.047) all the Scandinavian countries and Ireland.
CISS is an association which unites and coordinates the main
self storage companies in France as well as representing its
members and the French industry generally at a European level
through FEDESSA. CISS was formed in June 2000 to provide
a focused communication point for the French operators in the
growing Self Storage industry. Its governance and association
rules were created under the leadership of Jean-Pierre Mincel,
who was the first elected CISS President. When FEDESSA was
formally incorporated in Belgium to represent all the European
Self Storage Associations in March 2004, Jean-Pierre Mincel
was a founding member and elected as the first FEDESSA
President. The current CISS President is Bruno Roqueplo,
Managing Director HOMEBOX. HOMEBOX was one of the
3 founding members of CISS, with Shurgard France and Une
piéce en plus.
The main objective of CISS is to ensure the success and the
harmonious development of the industry in France. CISS informs,
centralises and advises its members on any issue related to the
industry. CISS provides a common voice and a coordinated
message for the industry to French legislative bodies as well
standardization bodies like AFNOR and consumers’ bodies.
CISS positions the self storage industry as a responsible partner
and business sector consulted by French authorities to allow
the continuous expansion of the self storage industry in France
under favorable conditions. It provides advice and support
to its members and coordinates action when appropriate with
help from its members. Its purpose is to avoid crises within the
industry and, when necessary, to deal with them. It also provides
a forum for exchange of relevant national issues between its
members
CISS encourages and develops, wherever possible, common
values, policies, definitions, messages and guidelines using
working groups. It collates and distributes statistical information
and data on the industry and maintains privileged relations with
other associations, syndicates or groups which have activities
connected to the Self Storage industry.

individual business websites. Use of the CISS and FEDESSA
logo on all letters, marketing and customer-related documents
showing that the member meets the necessary standard required
for membership.
Access and input to specialist advisory groups which consider
industry specific issues e.g. fire safety, insurance, security etc.
Support from CISS and FEDESSA which has strong links with
many government and statutory bodies and provide the latest
advice and assistance when required, on anti-smuggling, antiterrorist and anti-criminal activities.
Occasional opportunities to attend industry events designed
specifically for the self storage industry. Preferential rates for
the industry’s annual European Conference and Trade Show.
Access to FEDESSA magazine and annual industry report – the
only report of its kind into the European Self Storage Industry.
In 2015 CISS will be focused on:
- the completion of the new web site with improved look and
information.
- the recruitment of new members and an improvement in
communication of membership benefits.
- the creation of a norm NF in collaboration with AFNOR and
with the removal industry representatives to required quality
levels of self storage activities and services.
- a reminder of specific legal issues related to containers and
fire standards.
- improved relations with FEDESSA (Self Storage awards,
participation in the Amsterdam trade fair, articles for Focus).
- a media event targeted to industry journalists to improve self
storage awareness and increase membership
Through its membership, CISS now represents over 160 self
storage facilities which equates approximately to 50% of the
self storage facilities in France.
Its current membership includes the following members:
A CHACUN SON BOX
www.achacunsonbox.com

FREE STOCK
www.freestock.fr

BOX AVENUE
www.boxavenue.fr

HOMEBOX
www.homebox.fr

BOX PLUS
www.boxplus.fr

LEADER BOX
www.leaderbox.fr

BOX STOCKAGE
www.boxstockages.com

SHURGARD
www.shurgard.fr

EASY STOCKAGE
www.easystockage.com

UNE PIECE EN PLUS
www.unepieceenplus.com

ESPACE EN PLUS
www.espace-en-plus.fr

FLEXISTOCKAGE
www.flexistockage.fr

CISS membership is open to any French self storage company
that essentially respects the standards of the European self
storage norm EN 15696. There is also a requirement that at
no more than 50% of the developed ground surface is made up
of container storage, rather than self storage buildings. Annual
membership fees are very reasonable at 60 Euros by site.

CISS contact details

CISS membership brings today the following benefits :

Send an email contact@ci-selfstockage.fr

Display of membership in every facility and on the CISS and

CISS Site www.ci-selfstockage.fr

In order to become a member, companies can connect to:
http://ci-selfstockage.fr/adherents/devenir-membre/
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Box Plus
Box Plus, founded by entrepreneur Emmanuel Caron, opened
its first store in 2008 and its second in 2012, both in the Paris
area.
It focuses on the conversion of large freeholds (5000+ net
sqm) into third generation facilities which utilise state of the art
technology and are located in accessible, main road locations.
Box Plus stores offer a large number of drive up, individually
alarmed units for business accounts, as well as dedicated
services like free handling of deliveries and meeting rooms.

Homebox
Homebox opened their first site in 1996 and took on their
first franchisee in 2006, now they have 70 sites in France
under their brand and a turnover around €30M. Six new
sites are scheduled for 2015. Their sites have individual unit
alarms with extensive CCTV coverage and are accessible by
customers 24 hours a day 7 days a week through individual
PIN code access control. There is a range of moving
equipment available for customers as well as packaging
material on sale in each store.

Across the portfolio 70% of customers are individuals and
30% commercial. 48% of customers initially rent a unit due
to moving house and 27% due to lack of space. 94% of
customers would recommend them to friends.
Self Storage Europe - Volume 1, 2015
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Leader Box
Leader Box have 2 facilities in Toulouse, in the South of
France. Each of the sites has 24/7 access with individual PIN
codes. Their city site has dedicated wine storage services. A
remover’s truck and driver is offered to customers to assist them
moving their goods as well as other tools and equipment to
make customers’ moves easier. Each store also has extensive
packing materials for sale to customers.

Une Pièce en Plus
Une Pièce en Plus provides Parisians over 1000 000m2 of
storage space spread over 24 sites. All the sites are in Paris with
a particular focus on the inner suburbs. This is a catchment area
of around 11 million potential users. Across the group 70% of
customers are private individuals and 30% are business based,
however this varies significantly from store to store, depending
on the region and socio economics. Just because Une Pièce en
Plus are focused on Paris it does not mean they do not get a big
variance in the types of customers looking for storage at each of
their stores. This requires an individual approach by the staff to
each storage enquiry and to provide a heartfelt storage solution
to every customer.
In terms of performance, overall demand for the product remains
strong. There is some variance in demand from commercial
customers depending on their activity. Their strong presence
in the market and their proximity to major highways with high
visibility sites, make Une Pièce en Plus a key player in the capital.
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Easy Stockage
Easy Stockage is involved in developing self storage facilities in
Western France. The Group currently has two sites operating
in and around Nantes, a city with 300 000 people located 240
miles West of Paris. The first site, which comprises 5 000 m2 of
space, is more than 80% let. It is the only Nantes-based facility
operating inside the Outer ring, about 10 minutes from the city
centre.

The second site was opened in 2013, comprising 1 600 m2 of
space, and it is already operating to full capacity. Building work
is to start shortly on an extension which will more than double
its size.
The Group was created in 2008 by Ron Gerow (N.Y.U.),
a french-based New Yorker with more than 20 years’ of
experience in the self-storage
industry, and Jean-Michel Bouché
(Wharton M.B.A.), ex Bain & Co,
and formerly Managing Director of
Vico Properties PLC, the UK-based
commercial property firm. Day
to day management matters are
being handled by Thierry Pimor,
who was involved in the project
from the beginning.
The intention is to develop a
minimum of 5 sites in the next 3
to 5 years, taking advantage of a
largely underdeveloped industry
in France, in particular in the
Western regions. Discussions are taking place with a number of
interested parties with a view to raising capital.
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The area of Orleans, which is 100km south of Paris,
appeared a good opportunity with a population of 300 000
and no existing self storage facility at this time. The purpose
designed and constructed building is located close to the
motorway exit. The facility offers 560 units with 3800 m² net
rentable over three levels. There are 23 direct access units on
one side of the building. It is fully equipped with fire detection,
CCTV, alarm and access control. The management process
has been optimized using current technology with customer
interfaces so that everything can be managed with minimal
staff. There is usually only one person on site.

FREE STOCK – Orléans

Commercial customers take up 37% of the storage space
and private individuals 63%. As a mature site that has
been operating over 7 years the turnover of customers
has been reduced to less than 5% per month on average.
Our customers appreciate the service we provide with 99%
recommending FREE STOCK to their friends and family.

FREE STOCK was founded in 2007 by Alain ROBERT who
was previously Supply Chain Manager in a fast moving goods
business and was looking to go on his own and create his
own business. Self storage was exactly what he was looking
for. It was a new business in France with good potential
development, the competencies needed were similar to his
previous experience in logistics management. The business
model was seen as attractive and the building offers good
perspective on long term return on investment.
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added services that are always closely aligned with customers’
expectations.
The quality of the building’s installation,
accessibility and security are all of the highest quality.
Espace En Plus ® now provides 3 key services from the one
site. Private and business users rent self storage units for
their equipment, furniture and other goods, there is vehicle
storage available for cars, trucks, buses, boats and trailers as
well as business addresses and office services for commercial
customers.
Espace En Plus® is an independent company but works with
other businesses in the sector. Espace En Plus® has been a
member of the French self storage association since it opened.
They believe that sharing and working together with common
values and guidelines and continuing to do so is important for
our self storage business.

Espace En Plus
Espace En Plus is a self storage centre in Dijon located in the
wine and mustard county of Burgundy and opened 5 years ago.
It was created by Camille Estivalet after having worked 4 years
in marketing and sales management in the Pharmaceutical
Industry. Espace En Plus® is a big yellow building. This colour
was chosen because yellow is a guarantee of quality for people
in Dijon. The colour has been used by many other respected
businesses in the region.
The team of staff, consisting of Camille, Virginie and Maud,
have got one goal: customer satisfaction. They provide value-
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AFTER

Shurgard Self-Storage
in Europe
Shurgard Self-Storage is the largest operator, owner and
developer of self storage facilities in Europe with 189 stores
across seven countries: France, the Netherlands, Sweden, UK,
Belgium, Germany and Denmark, representing 13% of the
market share in Europe by number of stores. We are one of
the pioneers of the self storage concept in Europe with our first
store opening in Belgium in 1994. We have close to 1 million
sqm of total rentable space and 115,000 customers who rely
on us for their storage needs.
As a founding partner of the CISS, Shurgard has always been
an active member and will always help and support the growth
of the self storage industry in France by sharing information
and experience. We started in France in 1997 and it rapidly
became our biggest market in terms of number of stores with
55 stores located in: Paris Ile de France (35 stores), Lille (3
stores), Bordeaux (3 stores), Marseille (5 stores), Avignon, la
Seyne-sur-Mer, Nice (3 stores), Lyon (3 stores). Our stores are
made up of new buildings specifically built for stores purposes,
but also partially of existing buildings that required some
specific adjustment to meet the storage needs. Each store has
on average 700 units mainly used by private customers at 80%,
but also by business operators .
In France, Shurgard decided to reinforce its positioning in the
market and increase the brand recognition by making some
adaptations as well as leveraging the quality of the stores by
BEFORE

BEFORE

investing in maintenance work in order to assure a high quality
experience for the customer. The process started in 2012,
with the first phase of brand refreshment where the Shurgard
brand visual identity was given a new breath of fresh air: the
logo subtly face-lifted, the colour identity rejuvenated, and the
introduction of 2 major icons which helped the customer to
identify Shurgard at a glance and promote our core business:
storage and packing materials.
In 2013, the “face-lift store project” was launched in France in
strategic stores. It consisted of removing old communication,
which no longer fit with the new brand identity messages, and
the introduction of our new visual identity: new logo, icons
panel and totem whenever possible and allowed by the local
authorities. This project will continue in France but also in the
other countries where Shurgard is present.
In addition to the face-lift store upgrade, a complementary
project called “Visibility project” was also rolled out in 2013
and successfully accomplished. This specific project consisted
of standardising the temporary signage: promotional banners
as well as icon banners to support the brand identity in the
stores that have not yet been face-lifted.
In the future, Shurgard are committing to reinforcing their
position as the European leader in self-storage. They have
refined their knowledge over the years, understood their
customers and developed the best possible storage solutions.
Over the next 4-5 years, Shurgard expect to grow their business,
increasing market share and ultimately offer more customers a
convenient and affordable solution as the demand for more
space continues to grow.
AFTER
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Summary of the EU Legislation Process
In general, most EU legislation needs to be proposed
by the European Commission and approved by the
Council of the EU in order to become law.

agenda for the next Council meeting, ahead of the meeting
itself, and attempt to reach agreement on the matters wherever
possible. Decisions are also taken within COREPER as to
whether matters should be submitted to the Council of Ministers
Over the years the power of the European Parliament within for decision or whether they can be placed on the agenda as
the legislative process has been greatly increased from being so-called ‘A points’. An ‘A point’ is submitted to the Council for
limited to giving its non-binding opinion or excluded from the adoption without debate.
legislative process altogether, to participating equally with the
Officials from COREPER I and II also represent the Council on
Council in the legislative process.
conciliation committees in the ordinary legislation procedure,
The power to amend the Treaties of the EU, sometimes referred previously known as the co-decision procedure, with the EP,
to as the Union’s primary law, or even as its de facto constitution, while the Presidency is represented at political level.
is reserved to the EU’s Member States and must be ratified by
European Commission (EC)
them in accordance with their respective national constitutional
requirements. An exception to this are so-called ‘passerelle The EC has a virtual monopoly on the introduction of legislation
into the legislative process, a power which gives
clauses’ in which the legislative procedure
the EC considerable influence as an agenda
used for a certain policy area can be changed
The
EP’s
powers
have
setter for the EU as a whole. And while the EC
without formally amending the Treaties.
frequently introduces legislation at the behest of
grown
considerably
The Main Players
the Council or upon the suggestion of the EP,
since the 1950s as new what form any legislative proposals introduced
European Parliament (EP)
The EP’s 751 members are directly elected every
legislative procedures take is up to the EC.
five years by universal suffrage. It organises granted more equality Under the ordinary legislation procedure,
itself as a normal multi-party parliament in
the negative opinion from the EC also forces
conducting most of its work in its committees between the EP and the the Council to vote by unanimity rather than
and sitting in political groupings rather than
Council of the EU
majority. There are also limited instances where
national delegations. However, its political
the EC can adopt legislation on its own initiative.
groups are very weak due to their status as
National parliaments
broad ideological groups of existing national parties.
The national parliaments of EU Member States have an “early
The EP’s powers have grown considerably since the 1950s as
warning mechanism” whereby if one third raise an objection –
new legislative procedures granted more equality between the
a “yellow card” – on the basis that the principle of subsidiarity
EP and the Council of the EU. It also has gained greater powers
has been violated then the proposal must be reviewed. If a
over the appointment of the European Commission, which has
majority do so – an “orange card” – then the Council or EP can
always been responsible to it (the EP has the power of censure).
vote it down immediately. If the logistical problems of putting
Council of the EU (the Council)
this into practice are overcome, then the power of the national
The Council represents the national governments of the parliaments could be decried as an extra legislature, without a
Member States, and hence its composition is essentially the common debate or physical location: sometimes referred to as
number of Member States (28) though votes are weighted a “virtual third chamber.
according to the population of each State. As such, it does not Procedures
sit according to political groups and rather than conducting
Ordinary legislative procedure (OLP)
most of its work in committees, much of its work is prepared
by diplomatic representatives - Comité des Représentants The OLP is the main legislative procedure by which Directives
and Regulations are adopted. It was formerly known as the
Permanents (COREPER).
co-decision procedure, and is sometimes referred to as the
COREPER comprises the Permanent Representatives of the
community method as a contrast to the intergovernmental
Member States (i.e. ambassadors to the EU) and their deputies.
methods which can variously refer to the ‘consultation
Owing to the large number of matters handled by COREPER,
procedure’ or to the ‘open method of co-ordination’.
it is divided into two committees: COREPER I, which comprises
the deputies of the ambassadors to the EU, and COREPER II, The relevant Treaty Article outlines the OLP in the following
which comprises the ambassadors themselves and is therefore manner. The EC submits a legislative proposal to the EP and
the more important of the two.
Within COREPER, officials discuss the political issues on the

continued on page 18
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Council. At the first reading the EP adopts its position. If the
Council approves the EP’s wording then the Act is adopted.
If not, it adopts its own position and passes it back to the EP
with explanations. The EC also informs the EP of its position on
the matter. At the second reading, the Act is adopted if the EP
approves the Council’s text or fails to take a decision. The EP
may reject the Council’s text, leading to a failure of the law,
or modify it and pass it back to the Council. The EC gives its
opinion once more. Where the EC has rejected amendments
in its opinion, the Council must act unanimously rather than by
majority.
If, within three months of receiving the EP’s new text the Council
approves it, then it is adopted. If it does not then the Council
President, with the agreement of the EP President, convenes
the Conciliation Committee composed of the Council and an
equal number of Members of the European Parliament (MEPs)
(with the attendance as moderator of the EC). The committee
draws up a joint text on the basis of the two positions. If within
six weeks it fails to agree a common text, the Act has failed. If it
succeeds and the committee approves the text, the Council and
the EP (acting by majority) must then approve the stated text
(third reading). If either fails to do so, the Act is not adopted.
The OLP was introduced with the Maastricht Treaty as the
co-decision procedure and was initially intended to replace
the Cooperation procedure. The co-decision procedure was
amended by the Treaty of Amsterdam and the number of legal
bases where the procedure applies was greatly increased by
both the latter treaty and the Treaty of Nice. It was renamed the
ordinary legislative procedure and extended to nearly all areas
such as agriculture, fisheries, transport, structural funds, the

entire budget and the former third pillar by the Treaty of Lisbon.
Simplified revision procedure
1. Proposals to amend Part three of the Treaty on the
Functioning of the EU are submitted by a Member State, the
EP or the EC to the Council of Ministers who, in turn, submit
them to the European Council and notify Member States.
Proposed amendments cannot increase the competences of
the European Union.
2. The European Council, after consulting the EP and the EC,
votes to adopt a decision amending Part three on the basis
of the proposals by unanimity.
3. All Member States must approve the decision “in accordance
with their respective constitutional requirements”, if it is to
come into force.
The Passerelle Clause
The Passerelle Clause allows for the changing of voting
procedures without amending the EU treaties. Under this clause
the European Council can, after receiving the consent of the EP,
vote unanimously to:
o Allow the Council of Ministers to act on the basis of
qualified majority in areas where they previously had to
act on the basis of unanimity, except for decisions with
defence or military implications.
o Allow for legislation to be adopted on the basis of the
OLP where it previously was to be adopted on the basis
of a special legislative procedure.
A decision of the European Council to use either of these
provisions can come into effect only if, six months after all
national parliaments had been given notice of the decision,
none objects.
Legal Acts
Legal Acts resulting from these procedures can come in a
number of forms:
- A Regulation is a law that has direct effect; for example the
‘Roaming Charges Regulation’ which immediately set price
limits on mobile phone calls made in another EU State.
- A Directive needs to be transposed, within certain limits, into
national law; for example the ‘Copyright Duration Directive’
which was transposed in Greece as ‘Law No. 2557/1997’
and Ireland as ‘European Communities (Term of Protection
of Copyright) Regulations, 1995’. A decision has direct
effect, but only relating to a specific person or entity, and
there are also various other non-binding instruments.
As implied at the beginning of this article this summary is for
information only. It is not designed to interpret or replace the full
legal reference documents, which remain as the only binding
legal text.
Tony Richman – FEDESSA European Representative
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FOCUS - Tracking important European
Legislation Developments
In this section of FOCUS, we bring you a summary
of some of the more important current developments
in EU legislation matters affecting self storage and
other businesses together with timelines for the legal
processes.

The regime will add considerable costs to the bottom line
of business. Compliance costs money and there are lots of
compliance tasks within the EU’s model!
So by carefully making our way through the present ‘minefield’
we all need to be careful and vigilant about what is over the hill
in front of us!
Further information concerning the reform of EU Data Protection
rules can be found at: http://ow.ly/GVFeG

The Data Protection ‘Minefield’ – Vigilance needed!
Whilst we are at present subject to existing EU Data Protection
Directive legislation which dates back to 1995, we need to start
Timeline:
preparing ourselves for important changes in the future.
The proposed overhaul of the legislation via the European
Reform of legislation was proposed at the beginning of
Institutions in Brussels is directed to both individuals and
2012.
businesses.
Proposals made it through the European Parliament in
Whilst individuals need assurance from organisations that their
April 2014
personal data will not be misused or compromised; businesses
Council of National Ministers reached agreement and
looking to reap the benefits of modern technologies face a
compromise on a number of issues in December 2014,
potential legal minefield in trying to ensure they comply with the
The three-way discussion between European
EU Data Protection Directive.
Commission, Parliament and member states – known as
At present, not only are they legally obliged to ensure any
a ‘Trilogue’ —begin in 2015
personal data exported outside of the EU is done so in line
A two year lead in period is then normally provided to
with the legal requirements of the Directive, they may also
give business time to prepare – therefore enforcement of
need to ensure that even within the EU they comply with each
the Regulation expected to begin in 2017
individual member state’s adoption of the principles of the EU
Data Protection Directive.
European Union: European Commission
In order to ensure the individual is protected
Proposal for Revision of the Shareholder Rights
in today’s interconnected world and to enable
it
is
essential
that
the
Directive
companies to embrace new technology, it is
Directive
is
brought
essential that the Directive is brought into line
The European Commission has published
with how technology and society has changed
its proposals for a Directive to amend the
into line with how
since it was first drafted in the last century.
technology and society Shareholder Rights Directive (2007/36/EC).
The proposed revisions to the Shareholder
The proposed new regime will make it much
has changed since it
Rights Directive are aimed at enhancing longeasier for regulators to take enforcement action
against companies and to impose very large
was first drafted in the term sustainability of listed companies in the
EU and creating an attractive environment for
fines. The new rules will also make it simpler for
last century
shareholders.
regulators to sanction mere technical breaches
of the law.
Key elements of the proposal include stronger
transparency
requirements
for institutional investors and asset
The added danger is the strong possibility of an impression
managers
on
their
investment
and engagement policies in
that Europe’s preference for far reaching regulation means
that Europe is becoming “anti-business” – and this could harm
continued on page 20
inward investment and stifle innovation.
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addition to a framework to make it easier to identify shareholders.
The proposals would make it easier for shareholders to use
their existing rights over companies and enhance those rights
where necessary.
Also among the aspects of the proposed amending Directive,
proposals are included on directors’ remuneration reporting
and voting requirements; a more onerous regime for related
party transactions; and, obligations on proxy advisers to ensure
that their voting recommendations are accurate and reliable.
The Commission’s proposal is available at: http://ow.ly/CKwdd
Timeline:
The European Commission published the proposal on
April 9th
The proposed Directive will be passed to the Council
of Ministers and the European Parliament for their
consideration and adoption.
The Directive is expected to be finalised in 2015 and
would need to be implemented through national
legislation once approved.
The Directive aims to harmonise the protection of trade secrets
The Trade Secrets Directive
across the 28 EU member states.
In 2015, Europe will, for the first time, have a single unified
framework for protecting confidential business information. But why? The reason lies in the preamble to the Directive:
The Trade Secrets Directive will facilitate international business the EC is concerned to ensure the smooth functioning of a
growth and create a single system of minimum protections single European market and as part of the ‘EU 2020 Strategy’
obligated itself to create an innovation-friendly environment for
across all 28 EU member states.
business.
Without warning, on 28 November 2013, the European
Legislators are increasingly recognising that
Commission (‘EC’) published a draft Trade
innovation is critical to the economies of
Secrets Directive. Although those in the know
industrialised nations. Intangible assets like
were aware the EC was looking at the problems
trade secrets and confidential information have
Without warning, on
created by a lack of consistent protection for
grown to account for approximately 80% of
innovative ideas across Europe, and there had
28 November 2013, the market value of publicly traded companies,
been some consultation, nobody was expecting
the European
and businesses of all sizes depend on them for
the publication of a Directive so quickly.
continued competitive advantage.
Commission (‘EC’)
Following additional consultation, an amended
In a world where the US has had trade secret
published a draft
‘compromise draft’ was published on 4 March
2014 by the Presidency, which was followed Trade Secrets Directive protection laws for several years but a third of
EU states still have no trade secret legislation,
by a further version on 26 May 2014 from the
the disadvantage to business in the European
Council. Since then, the European Parliament
market is clear.
has been debating whether to pass the original
For
more
information
about the Trade Secrets Directive visit:
draft or the latest compromise draft, or an altered version of
http://ow.ly/GSE00
one of them.
The Directive is expected to be passed before summer 2015
Timeline:
and for local laws to be passed during the two years which
follow.
The European Commission published the proposal on 28
November 2013
Since then the Council of the European Union has taken its
position and various exchanges of views and opinions have
been made via the European Parliament, etc., up until the
deadline for amendments 19 January 2015.
Consideration of the amendments and consideration of
compromise amendments via various EU Committees take
place during February leading up to the vote by the ‘lead
Committee’, The European Parliament Committee on Legal
Affairs (JURI) on 24 March 2015.
Vote in the European Parliament Plenary – Date to be
confirmed.
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Flexbox – Self Storage Operator Flexes its
Muscles in Geneva, Switzerland
After opening its first facility in Geneva in April 2013
and joining the Swiss Self Storage Association (3SA)
the same year, Flexbox has expanded quickly by
adding 2 further facilities in the Geneva area in June
and July 2014. In total FlexBox currently has 700
units ranging from 1m2 up to 150m2 and already
has its eyes set on expanding both the existing sites
as well as adding new sites to its portfolio.
FlexBox’s first site is a 3000 square metre four-story state of
the art new-build facility which is currently 75% full. Features
include direct access units, door alarms, a secure gated drive,
covered unloading areas, large elevators, and a modern welllit reception. It is a green facility featuring a large solar panel
system where electricity is being sold back to the Swiss power
grid. Temperature is controlled through an energy efficient self-storage services in Switzerland are still in their infancy, as
‘self storage’ remains a relatively new concept.
heat pump system and a live green roof is being
Furthermore, operations are complicated by the
added in Phase 2 to help modulate temperatures
fact that different commercial and real estate
even further in a low-impact way.
FlexBox’s first site is
laws are applicable in each of Switzerland’s 26
The second site is in the very heart of Geneva,
a 3000 square metre Cantons (The Member States of the Federal State
steps away from the famous Jet d’Eau fountain
of Switzerland). However, these matters are
four-story state of the outweighed by the countries low unemployment
in the Geneva Lake. This satellite site offers 500
square metres comprised mostly of 1 square
art new-build facility
rate and a balanced budget as well its notoriety
metre and 2 square metre small convenient
as a safe-haven for investors.
which is currently
units for local residents. The third, 1000 square
Flexbox’s core values are centred around offering
75% full
metre, site is in Grand Lancy, offering a third
state of the art first-rate modern facilities and
convenient location for Geneva residents. Both
the highest quality customer service experience.
new satellite sites can be operated via a remote
Flexbox is ready to meet the challenges of
system when staff are not on hand. This is made possible via
further
growth
in
self storage services in Switzerland.
access codes and CCTV monitoring.
Additional services include ‘Collection & Pick Up Parcels’
services that are made available for business customers. Security
is managed via security guard patrols, hall and unit specific antitheft alarms, CCTV access/camera controls. Customers access
to their units on a 24/7 basis. A well-stocked shop offers a full
range of branded cartons, packing materials and accessories
ready for customers to choose their purchases. Wine storage
facilities is available in the below ground basement levels.
Approximately 75% are domestic/private customers and 25%
are commercial/small business operators. The main marketing
tools are signage, flyers and internet/website promotions. A very
useful ‘size calculator’ page makes life easier for customers
trying to assess their space needs. Flexbox recognises that
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Another Successful Conference for
Asociación Española de Self Storage (AESS)
For a number of years now AESS, the Spanish
self storage association, has successfully run its
own annual national conference.
2014 proved to be no different with more than
100 industry professionals gathering at the 9th
AESS conference in the vibrant city of Madrid.
Delegates included: operators, national and international
suppliers and investors interested in the self storage industry
sector.

detailed analysis of the different trends in the real estate market
during the recent years by relating his presentation to the
question on whether or not: ‘We Stay in or Exit out of the Crisis’.
At the end of his presentation, he took the opportunity to give
some further data related to the self storage sector itself as well
as identifying some different opportunities.
Food and cocktails were very kindly sponsored by Steel Storage
and Radical Systems. During the breaks delegates were also
given the opportunity to visit the various trade stands: insurance,
software, construction material, packaging, security devices,
etc.(Steel Storage, Radical Systems, Ferrer and Ojeda, Capsa,
Space For You, PTI Security Systems Europe, SC Solutions,
Janus International, United Container Services
and Kepler Entreplantas).

The proceedings began with the National Assembly which
included the elections and the welcoming of
three new members on to the Board; Miguel
Daquinta of Central Trasteros, Javier Arambarri
from Eurotrasteros and José Manuel Pombo
A post-conference
from Simplebox. The assembly also noted the questionnaire revealed
change in the position as Secretary.
Of particular note and something very well
received by the members was a substantial
decrease in annual subscription rates which
had been made possible as a result of a wellplanned action plan to successfully recruit a
number of new Associates in 2014.

an overall satisfaction
rating of 4.3 out of a
maximum of 5

An interesting business session followed after the Assembly
formalities, starting with Lucia Ljubica Darnell, Assistant Vice
President and Director of PhoneSmart Spanish business and a
member of the Board of the Self Storage Association (SSA) in
the United States, who presented “The importance of customer
service” in the self storage industry. This was an excellent
presentation giving members easy opportunities to introduce
the majority of her tips and thereby improve their customer
service levels considerably.
The second presentation, concerning the current situation in the
real estate sector was given by Fernando Encinar, co-founder
and head of studies of ‘Idealist’. Fernando put forward a

The business sessions recommenced with a
Panel Session representing the European self
storage sector: Niels Meibom-Larsen, COO
City Self Storage (Europe), Christian Schmutz,
CEO Zebrabox (Switzerland) and President
of FEDESSA and, Alexander Ruckensteiner,
CEO Bluespace. This included discussions
and shared information about issues such as
financing, pricing and economies of scale,
among others.

Before this, Rennie Schafer, Secretary General of FEDESSA and
CEO of the SSA UK, identified the objectives and the mission
of FEDESSA. He also presented the findings of the recent survey
covering the European self storage industry.
The conference was closed with a dinner, in a relaxed
atmosphere, at the Esbardos restaurant, wherein nearly 60
people stayed on to also help to celebrate the association’s
own 10th anniversary.
A post-conference questionnaire revealed an overall satisfaction
rating of 4.3 out of a maximum of 5 with the majority of
sessions/aspects exceeding 4. The top scoring evaluation was
the presentation on the real estate sector with a 4.6.
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